Did they
have
different
houses?

French
We will continue our
weekly French
sessions, giving our
children an insight
into spoken
language.
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Rome wasn’t
built in a day!

Music
In Music we will be
giving the children the
opportunity to learn the
recorder. We have some
school recorders but if
you know you have one
at home that the
children could use we
would be very grateful.
PSHE
Our weekly Jigsaw
will focus on the
theme Dreams
and Goals.

How long
did it take
to get from
Rome to
Britannia?
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Dates for your diary
Live link with the British
Museum in London.
07.01.20
Trip to Roman town
house. 10.01.20
Rome at Manor Park. TBC

Maths

English

As Mathematicians the
children will be
continuing to look at
division. We will explore
money and statistics
this term too. We will
continue to have our
weekly times table
tests.

As authors, the
children will be writing
non chronological
reports, a recount and
a portal story in this
term. Building on our
skills of using direct
speech, apostrophes
and sentence
structure.
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Geography
We will explore the
Roman Empire and
investigate, using
maps what the world
looked like then, and
now.

History
The children will
learn about the
Roman Army, Town
life, plumbing,
heating and spas,
Roman numerals,
Roads and
Transportation and
how we have been
impacted by the
Roman era.

PE
We will continue to
follow the REAL PE
scheme in our weekly
sessions with Mr Kent.
In our second PE slot
we will look at team
games.

I wonder how
we know so
much about
them?

Art
As artists we will be
creating Roman
mosaics, masks and
coins. We will develop
our sketching skills as
well exploring how we
can recreate artists
images in our work.

RE
Our RE topic for this half
term will be Hinduism.
The children will
investigate and learn
about the Hindu God
Brahman. Our key
question will be ‘How can
Brahman be everywhere
and everything?
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